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short of phenomenal. Moreover, Wiley's influence was
largely felt in the other Southern states, where he had fre-
quently delivered addresses or given advice. Georgia^
South Carolina, and even Virginia undertook more or less
to copy the reforms of North Carolina, and several com-
monwealths sought to establish state superintendencies of
schools upon the same basis. Wherever established, these
official positions were filled by energetic leaders, including
such able men as Alexander Dimitry (1847-1851) in Louisi-
ana and William F. Perry (1854-1858) in Alabama. Thus
by the outbreak of the Civil War the educational revival
was being generally felt in the South.
Mills and educational conditions in Indiana. — Caleb
Mills (1806-1879) began his educational labors a score of
years before the time of Wiley, but he had no one to pre-
pare the way for him and the situation in Indiana was eveu
more difficult than in North Carolina. The state was still
in the frontier stage, and had been colonized mostly by
people from parts of the South where there was scant
sympathy with common schools. The state constitution,
adopted in 1816, declared that the legislature should
" provide by law for a general system of education, . . .
wherein tuition shall be gratis and equally open to all/7
but the legislature had done little to carry out the pro-
vision, and even the inadequate enactments it had passed
were but seldom enforced. It is not strange, then, that the
young reformer found less than one-sixth of the children
of school age in a school of any kind, and that the meager
funds which had accrued from land endowment (see pp.
271 f.) were being shared by private and sectarian institu-
tions. School support had naturally come to rest entirely
upon those having children in school to whom rate bills
(see p. 347) were issued, and parents were allowed to make

